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Welcome Letter

Dear Delegates,

On behalf of the Huntington Beach High School Model United Nations Program,
we would like to welcome you to our Surf City XIX advanced conference!

Our annual Surf City conference upholds the principles and intended purpose of
the United Nations. Delegates can expect to partake in a professional, well-run
debate that simulates the very issues that those at the United Nations discuss every
day. Both novel and traditional ideas will be shared, challenged, and improved.

It is our hope that all delegates will receive the opportunity to enhance their
research, public speaking, and communication skills as they explore the intricacies
of global concerns through various perspectives, some of which may be very
different from their own. We hope their experiences here give them new insight
and values that they can apply outside of the realm of Model UN for the betterment
of the world community.

Please do not hesitate to approach our Secretariat or Staff Members with any
questions or concerns that you may have throughout the day. We wish the best to
all our participants and hope that they may share a fulfilling experience with us!

Enjoy the conference!

Sincerely,

__________________________ __________________________
Zach Bernstein Vivian Bui
Secretary General Secretary General

__________________________ __________________________
Lauren Le Alison Miu-Martinez
Secretary General Secretary General
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Meet The Dais

Kate Allhusen
Hello everyone! My name is Kate Allhusen and it is my pleasure to welcome you all to the
European Union! I am a senior here at HBHS and this is my fourth year in MUN. This is my
second time chairing the EU, so you are in good hands! In my free time, I like to be outside and
enjoy life. I know it can be hard to find free time in your hectic lives, but I hope you all can find
time for yourselves and take a break. I look forward to hearing all of your creative solutions. See
you in committee!

Max Milo
Hi guys! I’m a senior at HBHS, and this is my fourth year in MUN. This is my first time chairing
the European Union, but I have been a delegate in the past. I’m on the high school soccer team,
and I have played the sport all my life. In my free time, I love lying in bed while staring at the
ceiling or petting my dog. I listen to a lot of music, watch a lot of TV and movies, and read a lot
of books. Throughout my life, I have always been interested in a vast range of media and topics,
and I’ve channeled that curiosity into MUN. I hope you do the same. I think the topics we picked
have a lot of potential, so I am excited to see what you guys make of it. Remember to not
procrastinate (I never do) and to take the time to enjoy what you write. I can’t wait to see you
guys in committee!

Cody Howell
Hey everyone! I am very excited to be chairing what will quickly become the best conference
you have ever gone to! I am currently a Senior at HBHS and I have been in MUN ever since
Freshman year. While this is the second conference I am chairing, this is the first conference that
I am actually chairing in-person. In my free time I like to take care of my wellbeing and spend
quality time with my friends and family. I’m joking—I haven’t had any free time since the
seventh grade. To be fair, I occasionally have time to sleep, but I usually do so by accident. With
that being said, I understand how stressed and busy a lot of you are, but if you put in a solid
amount of preparation and try your best during committee—I promise you will have a very
enjoyable experience. I hope you all do well during committee and I am looking forward to
hearing some pretty unique solutions! Good luck!

All Papers are due on JANUARY 30, 2022 by 11:59pm to
surfcitymun.eu@gmail.com
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Topic A: Post-COVID Economic Stability

in the EU

Background
On December 12, 2019 a plethora of patients coming from the Huanan Seafood

Wholesale Market—located in Wuhan, Hubei Providence, China—began to develop a very high
fever along with a shortness of breath. Only 19 days later, on December 31, 2019, the World
Health Organization China Country Office was informed of this unknown etiology that created a
cluster of pneumonia cases. Soon after during the time period of  January 5 to January 30 of
2020, the genetic sequence of the mysterious pneumonia virus, Wuhan-Hu-1, was shared by
Chinese public health officials through an online database that caused the International Health
Regulations Emergency Committee of the World Health Organization (WHO) to state that the
outbreak is a “public health emergency of international concern.” At this time, over 200 had died
and 9,800 people had been infected; however, specifically referring to the outbreak as a
“pandemic” by the WHO did not occur until March 11, 2020, as the outbreak officially met all
three of the required standards to classify pandemics: person-to-person spread, illness that
directly leads to death, and international spread1.

By the International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses, the coronavirus disease 2019
(COVID-19) is officially referred to as severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2
(SARS-CoV-2) and has become the fifth documented pandemic since the flu pandemic of 19182.
The first detected COVID-19 case in Europe originated on January 24, 2020 in France with the
first death occurring in France as well on February 15, 20203. As of today, these numbers have
grown to surpass over 71,876,000 infections and more than 1,650,000 deaths with a million new
infections being reported every two days4. Additionally, for every 100 reported COVID-19
infections across the globe, roughly 62 of them can be attributed to countries located in Europe;
most notably from Germany which reports 54,721 new infections every day5.

When considering the fact that COVID-19 marks the third crisis that the EU has
undergone in the span of a single decade, it is not surprising to see that the economy on a whole
is experiencing its worst setback since that of the Great Depression in 19296. By the second
quarter of 2020, there were 5.2 million fewer people employed, which constitutes to a fall of
around 3.2% from the second quarter of 2019. Along with this, the second quarter of 2020 saw
total hours worked decline by over 16.8% with the average number of hours worked decreasing
as well by 14.3%7. The real GDP of the EU declined by 6.1% in 2020—more than it did during
the global financial crisis—and the EU diverted its financial spending to counter this in a very
quick manner8.

Initially, the EU’s economic response to COVID-19 constituted over €3.7 trillion ($4.1
trillion) and was distributed over six different sectors. €524 billion ($593 billion) was attributed
to national measures under the general escape clause of the Stability and Growth Pact, €100
($113 billion) billion was allocated to SURE—the EU’s schemes for short time work—€70
billion ($78.9 billion) was provided to budget support directly under the EU, €2.55 trillion ($2.88
trillion) was given to national liquidity measures, €240 billion ($271 billion) was granted to the
European Stability Mechanism Pandemic Crisis Support for Member States, and lastly, €200
billion ($226 billion) was permitted to the European Investment Bank (EIB)9.
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By November 10, 2020, after nearly four months of fierce debates, the EU was able to
allocate the use of a €1.1 trillion ($1.3 trillion) budget for 2021 to 2027. The purpose of this
budget is to provide appropriate steps to acquire the EU's €1.8 trillion ($2 trillion) digitalization
and green energy investment while also allowing for the creation of new revenue systems to
refinance €750 billion ($847 billion) of debt that the EU had to take up when they worked
towards assistance and recovery for COVID-1910. According to the parliamentary negotiator,
Jose Manuel Fernande, by focusing on this budget, the EU hopes to not make any cuts in funds
and programs, and can be more than capable enough to cover the debt of the Recovery Fund11.
Over the July budget agreement, an additional €16 billion ($18.1 billion) will be provided for
security, education, and health, with Germany's current presidency in the EU stating that only
€12.5 billion ($14.1 billion) of that budget is actually fresh money, as it can mostly be
contributed to individual Member States’ grants and loans.

This particular deal has grown quite a bit of controversy with many stating that it is
simply transferring from “bad debts” to “good debts”. The stem of this controversy comes from
the fact that it focuses on reconstructure and food shortages that do not need to be addressed as
badly as the reduced amount of benefits for workers, health insurance pensions, and
unemployment need to be12. These institutes were severely affected by COVID-19 and the
general public is looking towards Member States of the EU to provide resources such as mask
stocks, hospital beds, medication, and health care services now13.

Very recently, in November of 2021, the immense rise of COVID-19 cases is showing a
daunting threat to the EU’s financial recovery. Paolo Gentiloni—Economy Commissioner for the
EU—stated the unnerving notion that the EU may fall more in debt is very likely to become a
reality amid the several restrictions being brought back by Member States as well as gradually
increasing infections. The forecast for fall initially saw a 5% growth amidst the eurozone (the
monetary union for nineteen of the member states apart of the EU); however, this will inevitably
be hurt at the end of the year14. Additionally, the delta variant of COVID-19—first detected in
India—is expected to severely impact the Member States of the EU during the months of
December and January, according to a report made on November 17, 2021 by the European
Center for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC), which will put even more hardship and
strain on certain sectors such as tourism, industries, and restaurants15. Originally, the EU was
looking towards the holiday season as a way to boost their economy with the increase of
travelling, social events, and shopping because of the lack of restrictions from COVID-19;
however, according to the Director of the ECDC Andrea Ammon, mandatory masking, remote
working, and businesses closing needs to be applied to prevent mass amounts of infections16.

While lockdowns are essential to fully protect the wellbeing of the general public, they
have grown a reputation in Europe for putting their economy in a tailspin. For example, amidst
the COVID-19 worries for this holiday season, Austria will issue a lockdown that lasts for a
three-week period, and despite its otherwise short time limit, it would cut the GDP growth for the
fourth quarter by 1.5%. When also considering the likely possibility that the lockdown will last
longer than three weeks, the growth of the EU economy could be hindered by 0.1%. While this
may seem small, when considering the rather short time period and the fact that more countries
like Germany are showing the possibility of issuing lockdowns as well, these figures will prove
to be an immense concern in the economic recovery for the EU against COVID-1917. Due to
COVID-19’s unpredictability and the seemingly never ending incorporation of lockdowns, the
Member States of the EU must take into consideration how the economy can remain stable
during these times and which improvements to the economy can be made in the near future.
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United Nations Involvement
Following the COVD-19 pandemic, nearly every nation faced economic struggles from

national shutdowns and travel restrictions which caused subsequent economic declines.. When
the shutdowns first began in March of 2020, UN Secretary-General António Guterres released
the Shared Responsibility, Global Solidarity report that called upon nations to support an
integrated, coordinated, global response to the devastating impacts the pandemic had socially and
economically. In light of this, the United Nations developed a Research Roadmap for COVID-19
Recovery, released in April 2020. In this framework, a strategy was developed for reaching
socio-economic recovery from the pandemic, focusing on five pillars.

The first pillar focuses on addressing health systems and services. In this, the framework
recommends that countries maintain essential health services and systems both during and after
the pandemic by prioritizing services, moving service delivery, and managing the health
workforce, supplies, and data routinely. Additionally, countries can work to reduce the financial
barriers that are posed on essential services and allow for the rapid access to emerging medical
technologies such as diagnostics, vaccines, and treatment. Finally, the framework recommends
the center of attention to be pivoted to the most vulnerable by making sure the services in fragile
settings are continuous and efforts to reach marginalized populations are supported.

The second pillar adheres to social protection and basic services. The framework
recommends that countries build up and expand upon existing social protection systems,
focusing primarily on pro-poor policies. In this, it is integral that essential food and nutrition
services (especially those for infants and young children, women, and other marginalized groups)
are maintained. It also focuses on the implementation of measures which address gender-based
violence.

The third pillar proposed an economic response as well as recovery programs. The UN
calls upon nations to safeguard their food supply chain throughout the crisis. It is also essential
that nations protect vulnerable workers and provide immediate financial assistance to small-and
medium-sized businesses, as well as those who are self-employed or informally employed. The
most important aspect of this pillar is the introduction of fiscal and monetary policies in order to
stimulate the economy and employment overall.

The fourth pillar supports macroeconomic policies and multilateral collaboration. This
policy recommends that countries develop methods to assess the scope and scale of the economic
impact of the pandemic and assess the needed increase in expenditure to compensate for the
economic downturn caused by the pandemic. It also recommends the roll out of large-scale fiscal
measures by supporting it with targeted monetary easing, and again calls for the special focus on
marginalized populations. It recommends addressing the accumulated debt in developing
countries and recommends prioritizing regional cooperation in trade policy in order to coordinate
and harmonize strategies that impact supply chains.

The fifth pillar focuses on social cohesion and community resilience. The framework
recommends that countries make an effort to foster inclusive dialogue, advocacy and political
engagement. It calls upon nations to empower community resilience, participation, and equitable
service delivery, and finally to support good governance, fundamental freedoms, and the rule of
law18.

Additionally, measures laid out by the UN Research Roadmap are tracked through the
COVID-19 Research Project Tracker by UKCDR and GloPID-R. West African nations such as
Liberia and Sierra Leone have benefitted from from this research program, as the UK has
contributed natural and social sciences to assist in the fight against the pandemic, and mirrored
many of the measures the project employed to contain Ebola outbreaks in the past.
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Case Study: Italy
The economic impact of COVID-19 has plagued the entire world, but one of the

hardest-hit nations is Italy. The Italian economy has lagged behind its peers for the past two
decades, suffering from stagnation, unemployment, and brain drain. The nation had the second
highest debt ratio at 134.8%, yet it still had the seventh largest manufacturing economy19. It was
no surprise that the advent of a pandemic would be incredibly harmful for the economy.

On January 31, 2020, Italy declared a national emergency after two cases were found in
Rome, suspending flights immediately. In mid February, a man tested positive after leaving a
hospital without a test, and on February 23 the first quarantines began to go into effect. All
nonessential production halted March 2220. GDP fell 5.4% in quarter one of 202021. In quarter
two, Italy’s GDP contracted by around 17.5%, both presumably caused by a decrease in demand
and a slump in investment. Compared to the previous year, the economy contracted by 18.9%22.
It is not predicted to recover before 2025. 17% of Italian jobs were made impossible or subject to
significant change under Italian quarantine and health precautions. Employment dropped 2.2% in
April and 2.6% in May. Self-employed and temporary workers dropped 19%. Small enterprises
were negatively affected as well, with bankruptcy rates shooting up from 4% to 12% within the
year. The Italian National Institute of Statistics (ISTAT) studied the severe impact. The
manufacturing sector fell 15%, mechanical fell 18.8%, and domestic appliances fell 22.1%23.
According to the leading Italian merchant bank, the most impacted sectors were airline
manufacturing, energy, fashion, and automotive. Airline manufacturing fell 22.1%, energy fell
15.9%, fashion fell 14.1%, and automotive fell 9.1%. Consumption leisure services and goods
dropped almost 50% during the height of the pandemic, and transportation goods and services
dropped around 70%. Car sales contracted by 98%, retail sales contracted by 29%, industrial
production contracted by 68%. Tourist accommodations fell 99%24. Tourism as a whole, which
represents 13% of the Italian GDP according to the Italian national tourism agency, decreased in
tourists by 58% and domestic travelers by 31%. For an economic loss of around €24.6 billion,
90% of all bookings in Rome and 80% of all bookings in Sicily were canceled in March 2020.
Travel and accommodation lost €200 million. Food was also highly impacted, and an ISTAT
analysis determined that the catering section lost €13 billion during quarter two, ultimately losing
€22 billion for the year. Some industries succeeded, however. A Mediobanca study from 2019
revealed that web and software services rose 17.4%, major distribution groups rose 9.1%,
pharmaceuticals rose 6.1%, and online payment system providers rose 4.7%25.

The World Travel and Tourism Council (WTTC) determined that Italy saw a loss of €121
billion in 2020 due to travel and tourism restrictions. There was a shocking 50% decrease in
GDP, and 337,000 people in the travel and tourism sectors were left jobless. Travel and tourism
had contributed €236 billion to GDP in 2019, accounting for the aforementioned 13%26.

As government bond yields were at historic lows, the government approved fiscal support
packages around €80 billion. These packages included healthcare investment, short-time work
schemes, and income transfers. In March of 2020, Italy decreed the release of an even more
comprehensive package. The total of €25 billion enabled a wide variety of industries to be
addressed. €10 billion was set aside for worker relief and extensions of wage guarantees.
Agricultural workers and seasonal workers were also supported. The suspension of mortgage
payments was also instituted along with the deferral of tax payments. The self-employed were
given a €500 allowance, and the government began financing loans. Companies that produce
personal protective equipment received ample funding from the government. Finally, €600
million was set aside for the air transport sector and the nationalization of a major Italian air
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carrier occurred after the shutdown of air travel as the government attempted to revitalize the
industry27.

The second run at government aid came around the same time as the first. Over €2.5
billion was spent on manufacturing companies to combat the earlier losses of one of the most
prominent factors of GDP growth in Italy. The firing of employees for economic reasons was
prompty banned, and exemptions for enterprises with revenues up to €250 million in 2019 were
instated. Non-repayable loans were provided to companies that met certain loss requirements as
well as tax credits. The main beneficiaries of this second wave of payments were in fact the
corporations. To solve or prevent insolvency, the government also dismissed all applications
related to bankruptcy and insolvency. All arrangements with creditors and restructuring
agreements due after February 23, 2020, were extended. Shareholder loans provided to
companies before December 31, 2020, were repaid by the government. Finally, companies
suffering reductions, that originally had begun the process, no longer were required to proceed
with dissolution28.

The country was on lockdown from March 9, 2020, to the end of May 2020. New
measures were put in place from December 6, 2020, to January 15, 2021. The Green pass, or
European Union digital COVID Certificate, a digital proof of vaccination against COVID,
received negative test, or proof of recovery, enabled citizens to partake in designated activities.
Under the new legislation, those with a Green Pass could use public transport. A modified
version, the Super Green Pass, allowed access to restaurants and recreational spaces. Italy
records its COVID intensity and geography through a four-tier system. The color levels depend
on how critical the rate of infection is. A white area is designated as the safest, and thus allows
for easier travel and access. Yellow areas are safer than white, but require proof of Green Pass
and vaccination status. Orange areas have higher risk and utilize both passes for everyday
activity as well as the aforementioned designated events. Red is the most infectious area labeled
“high risk,” and restricts both Super Green Passes and ordinary Green Passes. At the moment, all
Italian regions are white except one. The region of Friuli Venezia Giulia is currently yellow.
While there is no curfew in place, the government has restricted travel. Nightclubs are open, but
Super Green Passes are required for admissions. Additionally, these nightclubs are only
operating at 75% capacity outdoors and 50% capacity indoors29. Stadiums are open as well and
follow a similar pattern.

The international community has not held back with its criticism, specifically regarding
lack of infrastructure or education funding, of the Italian response. While the relief of the
government certainly helped big business, younger people were disproportionately harmed. The
labor force of women remains worryingly low, and childcare and adult skills training needs
urgent improvement. Yet the economic chaos may not be entirely the fault of Italy. 81% of
Italians say that European Union solidarity has been insufficient.

The Italian economy was also able to recover despite skepticism. In quarter 3 of 2021,
GDP rose 2.6%, setting a rate of 3.8% for the year. Italian nonessential businesses, such as
theaters, museums, and cultural heritage sites, had begun reopening in April 2020. Outdoor
dining opened on June 1. That same month, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development predicted a 5.9% growth this year and a 4.1% growth for 202230.

The trouble arises in balancing health and economic security. While the economy is
recovering, Italy has the second-highest death count in Europe for COVID-19. On November 27,
the first two cases of the Omicron strain were detected, resulting in an inflation forecast of 1.7%.
Consumer prices are predicted to rise 4%. A sustained rise in the inflation rate is the main
impediment of an economic recovery, and fear of Omicron has already caused excess savings
and supply chain bottlenecks31. This new variant threatens to plunge Italy back into a recession.
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Questions to Consider
1. What are some short-term and long-term solutions that can not only reduce the debt that

the EU has taken, but also stimulate growth for the economy?
2. Since high debt ratios and deficits seen amongst the Member States of the EU are

believed to persist for another decade, what can be done to reduce this amount of time?
3. How has your country addressed economic recovery following the COVID-19 pandemic?
4. What effect does your country have on the European Union? Are you a prominent force?

How would this affect not only your outlook and goals for the economic recovery of the
European Union?

5. What is the appropriate balance between reaching economic security and maintaining
health and safety?

6. Does the advent of the Omicron virus justify identical precautions to those taken with the
first wave of COVID-19?
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Topic B: Rise of European Right-Wing

Extremism

Background
Public confidence in democracy is at the lowest point on record in the major democracies

of Western Europe as well as the rest of the world. The number of people dissatisfied with
democracy is now greater than those that are satisfied. In Europe, the seedlings of this dissent
can be traced back to the beginning of the Syrian Civil War. In 2011, fighting in Syria began, and
refugees flooded into Turkey to escape32. A year later, the Syrian refugee count had passed 3
million. By the end of 2016, around 5.2 million migrants had reached European shores from
Syria, Iraq, and Afghanistan. Two-thousand drowned in 2018 while attempting to reach Europe.
1.3 million migrants applied for asylum in 28 different member states of the European Union,
and most moved into Hungary, Austria, and Germany33. In the messy years since then, the EU
has managed to handle most of the refugees. More continue to pour into Europe, but a
significantly lesser amount than before. Between January and June of 2021, 55,000 refugees
arrived in Europe, and Italy has registered 20,000 of them alone. However, there are still 391,000
people in need, a task that would require $47.8 million in humanitarian aid in some of Europe’s
most financially-challenged states34.

The recorded dip in democratic confidence occurred in 2015, around the height of the
refugee crisis. In the subsequent years, Donald Trump became the American president, Boris
Johnson was elected in the UK, and Brexit dominated headlines35. Populations were malcontent
with the current state of their nations. To keep support, left-leaning parties have had to adopt
more right-leaning policies on immigration. Right-leaning populism is causing the end of
center-right and center-left politics, taking advantage of concerns of globalization and cultural
liberalization, mass immigration, and the perceived loss of national identity and sovereignty to
international bodies have all led to a growing popularity of anti-immigration sentiments36. In the
State of Hate report, a collaboration between three European advocacy groups from the UK,
Sweden, and Germany, more than 11,000 people across eight European countries were surveyed.
Over 30% in Poland and 21% in Germany believed QAnon conspiracies to be true. An alarming
39% in Italy and 45% in Hungary thought the increase in refugees was a ploy by the elite to
weaken their national identity37. In 8 of 10 nations in a separate study of the EU, half or more of
the population think incoming refugees increase the likelihood of terrorism. In 5 of 10, half or
more of the population fear refugees will take away jobs. In Hungary, Italy, Poland, and Greece,
6 out of 10 have an unfavorable opinion of Muslims in their country38. Few Europeans believe
diversity has a positive impact on their nation, and the increasingly negative perspectives
regarding minorities bodes poorly for a diverse society. Since 2012, the refugee crisis has
contributed to an upsurge in right-wing popularity and thus an upsurge in xenophobia and
anti-immmigration crime and social movements. In Spain, the far-right Vox party promises to
deport illegal immigrants and repeal gender violence laws. The National Rally in France is
against the euro and mass immigration, in addition to aligning itself with the far-right
“yellow-vest” movement. Sweden Democrats, a group born from neo-Nazism, won a fifth of the
2018 election with an anti-immigration stance. The Finns Party in Finland ran with a similar
platform, adding in a rejection of policies against climate change, and came within .2% of
winning the 2019 election. The Prime Minister of Hungary runs his campaigns under the
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pretense of “defending against Muslims39.” Italy’s most popular politician is right-wing, and a
new right-wing party, Alternative for Germany (AfD), is on the rise against Angela Merkel’s
decade-long and increasingly left-leaning political dominance40. By October 2017, only two
years after the height of the refugee crisis, 24 European countries had right-wing nationalist
parliament members41. Today, 39 European countries have nationalist, extreme right-wing parties
represented in parliaments. This growing popularity of right-wing groups has put pressure on
Greece and Spain as border nations. Abuse and neglect of immigrants runs rampant, and the
necessity of underground smuggling networks in the face of a lack of legal immigration has
created unsafe routes.

A University of St. Andrew’s Centre for the Study of Terrorism and Political Voilence
argued that an ambivalent standpoint of far-right parties toward violence, racism, and
xenophobia—much like the aforementioned—is incredibly conducive to right-wing terrorism. St.
Andrew’s was unfortunately correct. There has been a 320% increase in violence linked to
right-wing terrorism. There have been right-wing attacks for decades now, such as the Italy
bombing that killed 85 and wounded over 200 or the Germany bombing that killed 13 and
wounded 2,011 in 1980. However, according to famous political scientist David C. Rapoport,
there have been four waves of terrorism in modern history. The world is currently in the fifth
wave. Right-wing incidents have skyrocketed from around 15 to 115 per year, from 1990 to
2019. Of these incidents, almost half were against immigrants, and about a fifth are against
people with left-leaning ideologies. This wave of right-wing violence against refugees began in
2013. Out of 148 perpetrators, only 41 had been convicted of previous crimes. The majority of
them were not active in any organized right-wing group. Additionally, 32% were intoxicated, an
improvement from 68% in the 1990s42.

Germany, Italy, and Sweden all have had the largest number of terror incidents, aligning
with the influx of refugees into each country. According to the University of Bergen’s Terrorism
in Western Europe: Events Data (TWEED), out of 648 right wing terrorist attacks between 1950
and 2004, France, Italy, and Germany share the most attacks. In 2011, the Nationalist Socialist
Underground movement was discovered in Germany. This right wing terrorist group had
assassinated at least 10 people and committed 2 bombings over the course of 14 years. To further
complicate matters, most violent crimes motivated by extreme right-wing ideas are not
categorized as terrorism. They are instead labeled as “hate crimes,” and thus not counted in
surveys of terrorism. The main distinction is in regard to the planning of the event. If the act is
spontaneous instead of deliberately planned out and executed, yet still motivated by a bias or
negative view toward a certain group, it is considered a hate crime and not a terrorist attack. As
expected, the line between them often blurs.

Another issue lies in the actual definition of right-wing extremism. Independent global
media organization Open Democracy defines right-wing extremists as “those who regard social
inequality as inevitable, natural, or even desirable.” Norway simply defines right-wing
extremism as any “anti-democratic opposition toward equality.” In most cases, it is associated
with racism, xenophobia, exclusionary nationalism, conspiracy theories, and authoritarianism.
The extreme right can include any right-wing group outside of mainstream conversation,
extremist conservatives, neo-Nazis, and the Alt Right. The heavy emphasis on the difference
between the “in-group” and the “out-group” set this ideology clearly on the right.

The European Union’s motto is “United in Diversity,” but right-wing extremism directly
contradicts this statement and advocates the opposite. Governments have attempted to halt its
progress, such as the French government ban of right-wing Generation Identity or the failed
surveillance of AfD after a Cologne court declared the surveillance to be “unjustifiable43.”
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United Nations Involvement
The act of Countering Violent Extremism (CVE) by the United Nations involves both the

use of military force against extremist groups, as well as employing methods that would
otherwise be regarded for development44. These methods include the promotion of civil society,
educational materials, training institutions, and economic empowerment that can be seen in
effect by the 2016 UN secretary-general’s Plan of Action to Prevent Violent Extremism. This
Plan of Action constitutes the way in which the UN system can provide the groundwork for
preventing violent extremism (PVE) through specifically mandating Member States and UN
agencies to establish an all-inclusive approach to engage with violent extremism and their
subsequent impacts. It encourages every single state to create new laws and policies for a
national plan of action for PVE, and helps establish the basis for which these laws should consist
of through seven priority areas45.

The first of these seven priority areas consists of Dialogue and Conflict Prevention and is
in direct relation to Security Council Resolution 2171, published in August 21, 2014, which took
note of how areas with a heightened risk of conflict often see an immense increase in violent
extremism46.

The second area is Strengthening Good Governance, Human Rights, and the Rule of Law
and heavily ties into Security Council Resolution 1624 that was adopted on September 14, 2005
which seeks out to provide measures that go against intolerance and discrimination47.
Additionally, this second area is concerned with increasing the trust between communities and
government institutions.

For the third area of Engaging Communities, the UN directly recognizes how violent
extremists gain their support through a wide circle of sympathizers and that by providing
psychosocial, medical, and legal services in communities, it can reduce extremists’ capacity to
evade proper justice and also reduce violence.

The fourth area focuses on Empowering the Youth in specific ways to prevent extremist
ideologies from being developed by following suite with the 2015 Amman Declaration on Youth,
Peace and Security by giving emotionally, socially, and physically safe environments for young
people to participate in48. It also seeks to establish youth councils so the youth can engage in
decision-making processes at both the national and local levels.

The fifth area discusses Empowering Women, along with Gender Equality, and builds
upon the backbone of Security Council Resolution 2242, established on October 13, 2015, that
ensures the protection of women is essential in countering violent extremism49. Basis for this was
found in Security Council Resolution 2122, devised in October 18, 2013, as it highlights how
many right-wing extremists go against organizations empowering women50.

The sixth area centers around Education, Skill Development and Employment
Facilitation to directly target social marginalization and poverty. The consensus is that by
providing an increased access to education, it can help teach children a general respect for human
rights and diversity that are more than essential for the development of tolerance as well as
peaceful coexistence. It also establishes the means to provide career opportunities for the youth
in an effort to foster entrepreneurship.

The seventh, and final, priority area targeted in the Plan of Action is Strategic
Communications, the Internet, and Social Media. This area reflects the power that social media
has in luring the youth into violent extremist groups by capturing the imagination of the
disenfranchised youth by offering the prospect of tangible solutions. Additionally, the
Secretary-General also calls upon Member States to provide their support towards young
activists who actively voice themselves publicly against extremist groups and ideologies.
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Case Study: Germany
Right-wing extremism has been and continues to be a pressing issue for nearly all nations

in Europe. Specifically, the country of Germany has recently been facing record-high levels of
right-wing extremist crimes this past year51. 24,000 far-right crimes were recorded by police in
2020, a 6% rise from the previous year. From displaying Nazi symbols and antisemitic comments
to physical assault and murder, the extremist crime has been described as a “brutalisaition” of
society, and many German officials and citizens fear it poses a substantial threat to the nation’s
stability52. Additionally, in the past year there has been an 18.8% increase in violent hate crimes,
including 11 murders and 13 attempted murders53. Far-right extremist attacks have been growing
for many years, however. In 2014, the The Federal Office for the Protection of the Constitution
(BfV) estimated that there were 21,000 far-right extremists attacks, with about 7,200 from the
subcultural milieu, 5,600 neo-Nazis, and approximately 6,850 members of far-right parties.
German authorities approximate that half of these extremists are “violence oriented,” signifying
their preparedness and willingness to use violence when and however they see fit to advance
their political goals. Of the attacks, there were 26 violent attacks on mosques which were
perpetuated by right-wing extremists. The number of violent hate crimes has been surging in
Germany for many years, especially after 2015, when the largest number of refugees came to
seek refuge in Germany. Historically, the German far-right movement has been extremely
violent, with 69 right-wing attacks occurring between 1990 and 2015, which caused 75
casualties, though some civil society watch dogs estimate this number to be closer to 184 deaths.
In more recent years, however, the use of non-clandestine political violence is unprecedentedly
effective. Additionally, there has been a rise in anti-Muslim violence, as the rise of the new
European “Counter-Jihad” Movement (ECJM) is perpetuating Islamophobic violence. A growing
number of terrorist cells have planned to attack mosques, Salafist preachers, and refugee shelters.
As the database on right-wing terrorism and strategic political violence has been recently
developed, it has revealed that since 1971, 91 right-wing terrorist actors have carried out 123
attacks (both successful and unsuccessful) using explosives, 2,173 arson attacks; 229 murders;
12 kidnappings; 56 cases of extortion; and 174 armed robberies. From this database, 91 German
right-wing terrorist actors have been identified, an estimated 70% are either small cells with only
two to three members, small groups of four to nine members, or lone actors. The main targets of
the violence are government representatives, Jewish people, leftists, and “foreigners.” The
far-right extremist actors primarily use small-unit tactics such as explosives, targeted
assassinations, arson, and occassionally hostage-taking and kidnapping. Bombings have been the
most frequent tactic used in the past 50 years, but especially since the 90’s. Before the beginning
of the twenty-first century, government representatives such as police officers, politicians, and
military personnel made up an estimated 50% of the intended targets. However, since then, the
groups and individuals who are targeted by these extremist groups have become much more
varied. Approximately 72% of German right-wing terrorist actors are not active for more than a
year before they are killed, detected and arrested, or disbanded. Should an actor survive more
than a year, however, the chances of long-term activity steeply increase, with an estimated 14%
remaining active one to five years and 13% active for more than five years54.

In response to the alarming increase in right-wing extremist crimes, Germany’s domestic
intelligence agency placed part of the far-right Alternative for Germany (AfD) party under
surveillance, officially classifying them as extremist. Since World War II, this is the first time a
German political party which is represented in the federal Parliament has been placed under such
scrutiny. Leaders of the AfD are known to commonly attack the press, accuse Muslim immgrants
of being criminals, and quetion the universalist principles of liberal democracy. The warning
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issued last year was from the Federal Office for the Protection of the Constitution, an institution
founded after World War II with the intent to protect against the rise of political parties that could
threaten Germany’s democracy once again. The president of the agency, Thomas Haldenwang,
believes “Far-right extremism and far-right terrorism are currently the biggest danger for
democracy in Germany,” as he told reporters at a news conference last year. The leader of the
AfD, Björn Höcke, has been singled out by Germany’s domestic intelligence agency for his
speeches and comments which echo 1930s Germany and has ties to neo-Nazi circles. However,
many see this as the first step in a wider crackdown against the entire party55. Founded in 2013,
the AfD is a Eurosceptic party, but evolved into a right-wing populist party. The party is most
popular in historically right-leaning eastern German states such as Brandenburg and Saxony, and
in the German 2017 federal elections, the party garnered 12.6% of the votes.

Another prominent extremist movement is the “New Right,” an emerging movement in
Germany that the Bundesverfassungsschutz (BfV) included in the annual catalog of political
extremists in the country for the first time this past year. The BfV describes it as an “informal
network” of people and organizations that feed into the “cultural revolution” of the right-wing
rather than organize violent attacks. While this movement is relatively new to Germany, the term
is anything but. It was first coined in 1960s France as a countermovement against a left-wing
student demonstration, but has since evolved into a “current on the right-wing spectrum”56. The
founder of the movement was a German man named Götz Kubitschek, who was a leader during
the right-wing fervor that swept Germany back in 2014. For a short period of time, anti-Muslim
and anti-immigrant sentiments gained traction as immigration and economic policies fueled
frustrated citizens to take to the streets and join the core right-wing extremists. Kubitschek saw
this as a personal victory, his own life pursuit is “to shift Germany’s left-leaning social and
political culture to deeply conservative, nationalist values.” He continues to act upon this present
day with his wife in what they call metapolitics. They are trying to create a conservative
revolution that will trigger a political shift on its own without initiating violent attacks, as many
extremist groups have done in the past. While they have no official affiliation with the AfD or
any other extremist groups, they instead see themselves as the “pulse” of an intellectual
transformation occurring in German politics57.

Germany’s history of radical right-wing movement dates back decades, primarily starting
in 1945–the end of the second World War. Following World War II, a small number of neo-Nazi
groups were left in Germany that remained relatively small, but eventually evolved into militant
groups such as the Nationalist Socialist Action front and the Military Sports Group Hoffman58.
However, in more recent history, the neo-Nazi extremist group known as the National Socialist
Undergroup (NSU) wreaked havoc in Germany throughout the 2000s, allegedly murdering 10
individuals. German officials and authorities came under fire for the reckless handling of the
situation and their failure to recognize the group and its killing sprees that continued for years.
Their presence was finally discovered in late 2011, when two prominent members of the group
were discovered dead after a failed bank robbery that attracted police attention59. In the
apartment where the deceased were found, many clues unraveled the group's 7-year-long
rampage that killed eight Turkish immigrants, one Greek citizen, and a German policewoman.
Prior to this discovery, German authorities had ruled out neo-Nazi motives as a possible
explanation for the murders, and instead turned suspicion on the families of the immigrants.
Subsequently, the scandal grew further as it was uncovered that Germany’s intelligence agency
BfV and regional LfVs were aware of the potential threat, and they employed dozens of
informants who had contact with three neo-Nazis who had created the NSU terror cell. The
details of this group still remain unknown, but many believe they had ties to a larger network of
neo-Nazis across Germany, and were not just an “isolated cell” of three far-right extremists60.
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Questions to Consider
1. What is the relationship between the growing popularity of right-wing political parties

and an increase in hate crimes or organized right-wing terrorism?
2. What effect did the advent of social media have on the spread of ideologies across Europe

and the world?
3. Are there any sufficient programs the EU can put in place to counter and prevent

right-wing violence increasing across Europe?
4. What is the extent of the threat that right-wing terrorism poses on the public security of

Europe?
5. How has the new age of conspiracy theories fueled growing threat from far-right terrorist

actors and why are the theories so effective inspeading ideologies?
6. How has your nation responded to the growing far-right terrorist threats throughout

Europe, especially in light of the COVID-19 pandemic?
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